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Buzz your brand with BUZZ the Bellboy

$BUZZ, the memecoin beyond! 



VISION  Buzz your brand with BUZZ the Bellboy. $BUZZ, the memecoin beyond! 

Experience a revolution in brand visibility and awareness as BUZZ redefi-
nes the global game for Web3 companies. BUZZ sponsorships and mar-
keting structure provide a dynamic platform for your brands to thrive. Our 
flagship platform, Web3CityEvents, serves as the central hub for all things 
related to hosting Cardano and Web3 meetups and events. Web3CityE-
vents gathers and connects, BUZZ shouts it out. We create buzz for you!

BUZZ is not just a memecoin; it’s a full-throttle experience. We are your 
go-to for epic events, offering everything from event hosting and PR to 
killer merch and mind-blowing creative concepts; ready- and tailor made 
to fit your unique style. 

We proudly embrace the Cardano philosophy; championing a better 
world through collaboration with other projects of impact and genius visi-
onaries. Every blockchain is part of the BUZZ movement! 

Join the BUZZ revolution - it’s beyond the coin; BUZZ advocates the joy 
and ease of building an interactive world together. 



 Why Cardano?  

Here's to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The trouble-
makers. The round pegs in the square holes. The ones who 
see things differently. They're not fond of rules. And they have 
no respect for the status quo. You can quote them, disagree 
with them, glorify or vilify them. About the only thing you 
can't do is ignore them. Because they change things. They 
push the human race forward. And while some may see 
them as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because the people 
who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, 
are the ones who do.

Steve Jobs

This famous quote of Jobs harbors the soul of Cardano. Team 
BUZZ has been around in the Cardano community long 
enough to feel the heart of Cardano: a bunch of bright nerds 
and brilliant geeks with an ever supportive attitude and a 
common goal to change the world.

BUZZ will always stay loyal to Cardano.  

The blockchain platform is innovative and strengthens it’s 
foundation with sustainable technology within every upgra-
de. A promising playground for every Web3 company.



Cardano Hotel
Barcelona

 

Meet Alfred Moesker, the visionary co-founder of BUZZ and proud owner of the world's first Cardano Hotel, 
nestled in the vibrant heart of Barcelona. Since 2017, this bustling hotel has been embracing ADA as a mode of 
payment, symbolizing innovation and forward-thinking. The epicenter of BUZZ's creativity lies within the ho-
tel's walls, where every groundbreaking idea is put to the test. It's not just a hotel; it's a living, breathing use 
case for the incredible potential of Cardano. The Cardano community has already made this place a haven, 
with enthusiasts from around the globe. Join us at the Cardano Hotel, where we not only accommodate but 
celebrate our love for Cardano. Don't miss our monthly event, a collaboration with Cardano Spot from Emurgo, 
making each visit a memorable and enriching experience 
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memecoin 

$BUZZ



token utility

Future Utility of $BUZZ Token

As we embark on this journey with Buzz The Bellboy, we envi-
sion a world where the $BUZZ token becomes a gateway to 
an array of exciting opportunities and experiences.  Just a 
glimpse: 

1. Sponsorship of IRL Cardano and Web3 Events:

2. First Access to NFT Collections / Airdrops

3. Discounts on Merch

4. Discounts Across Various Platforms / Partners

5. Special Access to VIP Spaces and After-Parties:

Stay tuned as we explore these possibilities and more, us-
hering in a new era of utility and excitement with Buzz The 
Bellboy.

 



"Get ready for the BUZZ revolution, starring our charismatic 
bellboy, BUZZ! 'At your Service' and 'Creating BUZZ' are the 
mantras weaving the captivating tale of the BUZZ brand. Ele-
vate your events effortlessly and amplify brand exposure with 
BUZZ by your side.

As we dive into the excitement of Q1, brace yourself for the ar-
rival of our first wave of products and merchandise hitting 
the shelves. We've crafted an unbeatable e-commerce expe-
rience where Print on Demand meets bulk production, ensu-
ring you get the BUZZ you desire. 

BUZZ Art program is in the make. More later!

But that's not all - behold the BUZZ book and innovative NFT 
collections, designed to skyrocket brand awareness and visi-
bility for our esteemed BUZZ partners. We're giving Cardano 
enthusiasts the chance to support their community in tangi-
ble ways, proudly displaying their loyalty. Keep an eye on the 
BUZZ merch store, where discounts await as part of our event 
sponsoring program. Stay tuned for more thrilling details 
dropping soon!"

BRAND



EVENT PORTALWE CREATE BUZZ
FOR EVENTS



Partners & Sponsor program  

Unlock the power of unforgettable events with Web3CityE-
vents! Dive into our treasure trove of free downloadable event 
materials, including captivating video presentations, desig-
ned to supercharge your meetups. Feel the BUZZ and contri-
bute to the growth of the Cardano event ecosystem by dona-
ting in BUZZ tokens.

But that's not all! We're not just about resources; we foster 
partnerships that elevate your events to new heights. Thanks 
to strategic alliances with technology innovators on Cardano 
like NMKR, Vault3, CardanoSpot and Smart Places we are rea-
ching out to events hosts across the globe.

And then...there is merch!  A great event becomes truely me-
morable because of  irresistable merch to take home and  
make you relive the best moment of the experience. With the 
BUZZ Sponsor Programm event hosts will have the opportu-
nity to acquire merch at reduced rates to offer at their events.
Furthermore, the Buzz communithy will vote on which 
events around the world to sponsor with free merch. 

 



Event Launch  

Having taken care of all other aspects of throwing a suc-
cessful Cardano event with the assistance of Buzz The Bell-
boy, you might be wondering: how will you now handle the 
marketing? 

We offer:

- Web3CityEvents with Cardano Enthusiasts worldwide
- Dedicated Meetup environment
- Targeted Promotions
- Innovative tailor-made marketing concepts
- Hosting Spaces / Podcasts

We create BUZZ for you!
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